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Celtic Crossing - Guitar
Grade 2/Expanded version of the famed Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method adds new, carefully graded playing material for
every concept taught. Solos are presented in various styles. A special feature is the addition of in-depth picking studies in
the keys of C, Am, G, Em, F, Dm, D, and Bm. Additional studies are contained in second position and in 6/8 time. In short, if
you really want to learn to play great guitar, this is the method! It is unmatched in its thoroughness in teaching every
important concept.•

Mel Bay's Modern Guitar Method Grade 6
Mastering the Classic Guitar Book 2B is the fourth book in a carefully graduated method series that uses a broad spectrum
of technical exercises, music theory, chord studies, and repertoire to provide a solid technical foundation for the beginning
to advanced-intermediate classical guitar student. This book is appropriate for students who have completed Books 1A, 1B
and 2A and can read standard notation in the first and second positions. The book is written in three sections: Progressive
Studies and Pieces, Technical Exercises, and Chords and Chord Progressions. Tips on how to integrate the three sections
are given throughout the book. Mastering the Classical Guitar Book 2B introduces: notes on the second string, ascending
and descending slurs, ornamentation, polyphony, and playing in the third and fifth positions. The book’s chord studies
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venture into new territory of seventh chords and jazz chord progressions. Teachers will welcome the generous number of
attractive intermediate-level recital pieces by Aguado, Carulli, Carcassi, Coste, Giuliani, Mertz, Sor, and Tárrega. Written in
standard notation only. Includes access to online audio.

MBGU Rock Curriculum: Fluid Soloing, Book 4
This book/CD presents blues melody and recorded back up improvising track for these nine blues tunes: Franky's Place,
Bullet Train, Long Gone, Just Can't Take It, Storm rising, Hurtin' Bad, Texas Shuffle, Honky-Tonk Woman, and Loose Change.
Two improvising scale patterns are shown for every tune, and each selection tune presents a different blues style for
improvising. Blues tunes are presented in the keys of G, F, Dm and D. You can also play along with the companion CD which
features an excellent blues band playing all of the back-up parts.

Mel Bay's Rhythm Guitar Chord System
One of the world's great jazz guitarists, Vic Juris shares his insight into the wonderful world of harmony in this book. Not for
the fainthearted, Vic teaches polychords and intervallic structures derived from the major, minor, harmonic minor, melodic
minor and harmonic major scales in this must have jazz guitar book. Each section has etudes that will help students
integrate each concept into their own playing. Includes access to online audio that gives students the opportunity to hear
and play along with these cutting edge concepts

Modern Guitar Method Grade 7. Expanded Edition
Contains studies, chord melody solos, chord studies, quartal harmony etudes, triad studies, and duets in the keys of B,
G#m, Db, Bbm, Gb, and Ebm. Presents a comprehensive listing of chords found in each key. For each key, etudes are
presented in four different positions. The most comprehensive approach to contemporary guitar mastery available!

Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Complete Edition
Grade 7 concludes studies.

Modern Guitar Method Grade 4
A guide for intermediate and advanced classical guitarists, addressing technical and musical issues. Any serious student of
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classical guitar will appreciate this book which covers topics often heard in a lesson, but seldom covered in a book, with
appropriate repertoire provided. Topics covered include technical control, study habits, crafting interpretations, tone
production, performance anxiety, and much more.Students and teachers alike will appreciate the varied repertoire
selections, as well as the annotated repertoire list included for further study. Includes thoughtful discussion of each topic
and careful choice of repertoire to allow guitarists to overcome obstacles and reach the next level in their playing.•

Getting Into Jazz Fusion Guitar
The Mastering the Guitar Class Method Short Course has been written for use in guitar classes which last for nine weeks or
less. Students will receive, in a condensed form, the same high quality, sequential material contained in the Mastering the
Guitar Class Method. Although designed for a shorter course, great care has been taken to provide the students with a solid
foundation in technique and the fundamentals of playing guitar. Contents include: holding position, chords, strum patterns,
tuning, reading single note solos in tablature and standard notation, and ensembles all in a variety of music styles. The
book also contains a section on playing the blues and writing original blues lyrics. Fifty five lesson plans are available on
line at melbay.com and quizzes will also be made available. This text is ideal for the exploratory course and will provide the
perfect springboard for further study. Checkout the Short Course Lesson Plans, and Teacher Supplement and Lesson Plans
Free PDF. Also includes access to online audio.

The Complete Carcassi Guitar Method
The Modern Guitar Method Grade 1 / Expanded Edition provides valuable enhancement to the world's most popular guitar
method. This comprehensive spiral-bound volume doubles the quantity of studies and solos presented in the original
edition. Every new concept is reinforced by numerous pages of fresh study material. In addition, every note contained in the
original Modern GuitarMethod Grade 1 is included and supported by additional playing material. Includes access to online
audio and video.and bull; Expands entire content of the original Modern Guitar Method, Grade 1and bull; Doubles the
amount of study and solo material and bull; Access to online audio and video.and bull; Spiral bound for durability and
reading convenience and bull; Provides an incredibly solid foundation for any guitar student

Mel Bays Modern Guitar Method
The Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Complete Edition is known worldwide for the incredible array of music presented, the
thoroughness of educational music content and ease of understanding. The method contains hundreds of solos,duets,
picking studies, chord etudes, position studies, scale and techniqueetudes, lessons in theory and harmony and much more!
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Every key and every position on the guitar fingerboard is thoroughly taught. Music is presented by many of the great
master composers such as Bach, Chopin, Tchaikovsky, Handel, Grieg and also renown guitar composers such as Sor,
Tarrega and Carcassi. The styles of music presented in this exhaustive course range from Early Music to Jazz to Bluegrass
and Country to Rock. This method will equip any guitarist to perform the demands of modern music with ease and will
transition the guitar student from beginner to virtuoso. This comprehensive method contains allof the music found in the
Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Expanded Edition volumes 1 through 7 and comes with extensive online audio and video

Joe Pass Guitar Style
Mastering the Guitar is an innovative, comprehensive method for learning the guitar. Level 2 Book C includes a wealth of
challenging and creative guitar solos, duets and studies in the keys of A-flat, F-minor, G-minor, D-flat, and B-flat minor.
Special concepts presented in this volume include: basic improvisation, rhythmic variation, barre chords, key of Aflat/closed position, passing tone studies, harmonized scales, western swing, fingerstyle performance, chord progression
studies, blues, chords, common rock and blues licks, bass string chords, Latin rhythms, and comping. Guitar solo material
provided in rock, jazz, bluegrass, Latin, blues, Baroque, Renaissance, and from a wide variety of historical periods and
contemporary musical styles. Includes access to online audio containing most of the solo and duet settings found in the
book as performed by William Bay, Mike Christiansen, and John McClellan.

Guitar Chords
An important addition to the improvising jazz guitarist's library, this thoughtful blend of text and musical examples focuses
on the vocabulary of modern jazz and some of the applications of modern harmony. with examples written in standard
notation and tablature, Jacobs offers instruction on bebop style phrases, playing fourths, inside-outside playing, pentatonic,
whole-tone and symmetrical scales, slash chords, polychords, hip lines, fingerings and much more. the companion CD
presents the material in the text played with chord accompaniment.

Modern Chords
This book provides a clear and concise way to increase your guitar chord vocabulary across the entire fretboard. the book
outlines a movable chord system which allows you to both understand chord construction and provides the necessary tools
to create chords on-the-fly in a playing situation.

Modern Guitar Method, Grade 7
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This book begins with the key of A major and immediately introduces right-hand accompaniment concepts before moving
on to the relative minor key of F#. Notes in the first position on the first four strings are reviewed before approaching
scales, chords and etudes in keys of B-flat major/G minor, E-flat major/C minor, and A-flat major/F minor. Includes theory
lessons regarding intervals, harmonized scales, triads, expression marks and syncopation plus techniques of glissando,
ascending and descending slurs, and tremolo. Written in standard notation only.The included CD presents selected guitar
solos and studies from the book with accompaniment in split-track format. The split-track format allows the listener to hear
and play along with the backup and solo part together or separately. A CD player with a balance control knob is required to
take full advantage of this feature.

Advanced Modern Rock Guitar Improvisation
String Skipping & Wide Interval Soloing: 212 Melodic Studies and Patterns for Guitar is a much-needed guitarist's guide to
mastering wide interval soloing.This collection of repeating, continuous motion studies shows the guitarist how to develop
melodic patterns that are characterized by large intervallic jumps in pitch, from one note to the next, in constant
succession. This book presents four unique approaches to developing wide interval soloing, all of which utilize string
skipping: 1) double pentatonic scales, which are three-note-per-string pentatonic scale patterns; 2) octave sliding, which
uses sliding octave shapes in a variety of ways; 3) stacked fifths, which are wide interval shapes derived from pentatonic
scales; and 4) wide interval arpeggios derived from the diatonic major scale.The sound that results from these techniques is
exciting and unpredictable because it is such a departure from conventional melodic flow, which tends to be scalar, moving
stepwise from one note in a scale to the next. By contrast, wide interval soloing is angular and skewed with big skips and
sudden directional changes, creating a complex and fascinating sound. All of the studies in this book are designed as
melodic etudes that can be applied directly to soloing in rock, jazz, fusion, and blues music.This book is ideal for serious
guitarists in any style who want to break out of typical soloing patterns and create a more explosive, radical sound! CD
included.

Guitar Journals - Chords
An easy, carefully graduated note-reading method which provides an introduction to the rudiments of music through
enjoyable single-note exercises and solos. As this book includes diagrams and photos of the location of the notes in first
position, it serves as a good precursor to Modern Guitar Method, Grade 1. Written for the plectrum style player in standard
notation only. Includes access to online audio

Guitar Chords
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Commonly referred to as the rhythm guitarist's bible, this innovative book is a system of guitar chord formation which
maximizes power voicing while minimizing left-hand movement! Originally written by Mel Bay in 1947, this landmark
publication was reissued in its original typesetting in 1973 to become the definitivetext on jazz chords in private teaching
studios and university jazz guitar departments around the globe. Mr. Bay's practical, analytical approach to the fingerboard
produced this comprehensive system for learning full-sounding orchestral jazz guitar chords. Includes access to online
video. 90:14 minutes

Mastering the Guitar Class Method Short Term Course
This much-anticipated book presents favorite Irish melodies in stunning fingerstyle arrangements that blend traditional and
modern influences. the majority of tunes are performed with the guitar in DADGAD or DGDGBD tuning. the author offers an
introductory section on fingerstyle technique as well as informative program notes and his thoughts on accompanying Irish
music. In notation and tablature.

Complete Book of Jazz Guitar Lines & Phrases
Now clearly at the intermediate level, Grade 4 begins by introducing the E majorscale in three octaves plus the principal
chords in E major. The C# harmonic andmelodic minor scales are introduced followed by a wealth of carefully arranged solo
and duet study material in various keys in the fourth, fifth, seventh, and ninthposition. Three basic shapes for major and
minor chords are reviewed through chord studies in various keys through the seventh position. Theory lessons address
identification of intervals, the dominant seventh chord, and modulation.Written in standard notation only. Online audio
download available

Mastering the Guitar 2C
This landmark book of music for the plectrum style jazz guitar took years to compile, write and edit. It contains some of the
greatest solos and duets ever written and performed on the plectrum or flatpicked guitar, including works by Carl Kress,
Dick McDonough, George Van Eps, Bucky Pizzarelli, George Barnes, Eddie Lang, George M Smith, Al Valenti, Mel Bay, Frank
Victor, Harry Volpe, Carmen Mastren, Oscar Moore, Mundell Lowe, Tony Mottola, Al Hendrickson, and Cal Collins. All solos
are in notation and tablature while the duets are shown in standard notation only.

Mel Bay's Modern Guitar Method
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In Getting Into Jazz Fusion Guitar, author Scott Miller presents the most common scales used in Jazz Fusion and other
modern music styles. Scott discusses each mode of the Major, Melodic Minor, Harmonic Minor, Diminished, and Whole Tone
scales and provides the student with conventional as well as three-note-per-string scale patterns. Scott shows many chord
fingerings for each scale in standard notation and guitar tablature. Also included is a play-along CD containing one or twochord progressions for each scale, helping guitarists solo or improvise over chords. Because Scott presents the material in
Getting Into Jazz Fusion Guitar in a logical, "easy-to-understand" fashion, all guitarists are sure to benefit from this book.
This book and CD set is sure to please!

Modern Guitar Method Grade 1, Expanded Edition
This book begins with the key of A major and immediately introduces right-hand accompaniment concepts before moving
on to the relative minor key of F#. Notes in the first position on the first four strings are reviewed before approaching
scales, chords and etudes in keys of B-flat major/G minor, E-flat major/C minor, and A-flat major/F minor. Includes theory
lessons regarding intervals, harmonized scales, triads, expression marks and syncopation plus techniques of glissando,
ascending and descending slurs, and tremolo. Written in standard notation only.The included CD presents selected guitar
solos and studies from the book with accompaniment in split-track format. The split-track format allows the listener to hear
and play along with the backup and solo part together or separately. A CD player with a balance control knob is required to
take full advantage of this feature.

Reaching the Next Level
All seven volumes of Mel Bay's original, internationally acclaimed Modern Guitar Method series are included in this single,
deluxe master compilation. No other comparable method exists for the guitar! As Mr. Bay perceived the need for a guitar
method that would effectively teach beginning guitarists to read music, this method is intentionally written in standard
notation only, providing just enough music theory to understand what the student is required to play at any given point.
Although fingerstyle technique can be applied to the pieces and studies, this book is specifically tailored for the plectrumstyle player. Contains hundreds of beginner through advanced solos and duets in all fretboard positions and all keys, plus
all four-note rhythm chord formations on high, middle and low sets of adjacent strings. This edition also includes additional
outstanding plectrum guitar solo arrangements not found in the original seven volumes. All in all, this outstanding method
leads the student to total mastery of the fretboard.

Complete Country Blues Guitar Book
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Here in a single volume is the original guitar method of Mateo Carcassi (1792-1853) translated to ENGLISH and SPANISH
and published with his famous 25 Studies. Although regarded as moderately archaic in terms of modern guitar technique,
Carcassi's time- proven method is second to none in its presentation of a graded learning system featuring scales,
exercises, and engaging compositions in various keys. Written in standard notation only.

Masters of the Plectrum Guitar
Contains studies, chord melody solos, chord studies, quartal harmony etudes, triad studies and duets in the keys of A, F#m,
Eb, Cm, E, C#m, Ab and Fm. Presents a comprehensive listing of chords found in each key. For each key, etudes are
presented in four different positions. The most comprehensive approach to contemporary guitar mastery available! Includes
audio CD of examples.

Jazz and the Classical Guitar
Sardinian flamenco guitar virtuoso, Dario Piga, delivers 18 intermediate to advanced exercises in this progressively
arranged book addressing: arpegio, pulgar, picado, rasgueo, alzapua, and trémolo techniques. Dario himself studied in
Spain with several prominent guitarists and singers, so is fluent with the authentic rhythms and techniques essential to
effective flamenco guitar soloing and song and dance accompaniment. The pulgar (thumb) exercises in this volume will be
of particular interest to flamenco aficionados as they explore various rhythms and chord inversions throughout the
fretboard. Following his studies in Spain, Dario added jazz harmony to his lexicon of musical resources and frequently
participates in the Time in Jazz festival in Sardinia. His affinity for jazz is also reflected in the appealing modern harmonies
that occur in these studies. Two stunning Piga flamenco guitar solos provide a magnificent ending to this collection, written
in standard notation and tablature. Includes access to online audio.

Encyclopedia of Guitar Chord Inversions
Renowned Berklee College of Music faculty guitarist Jon Finn, combines his experience, education, and stylistic versatility in
this eclectic series of lessons for aspiring rock guitarists. Jon's innovative approach is unique, fun, and challenging. The
book/audio set and video both offer a well researched original take on the use of pentatonic scales in rock improvisation.
Using his "Warp Refraction Principle" which takes into account the major third tuning interval between the second and third
strings, Jon presents a series of five vertical patterns applied in two-string increments throughout the fretboard. The
philosophy behind this project is to present concepts and techniques as a thought process rather than simply providing a
reference manual. Includes access to online audio and video.
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Modern Guitar Method Grade 1, Spanish Edition
This book is considered to be the largest selling basic guitar chord book ever published! Twelve basic guitar chord types are
shown in three ways: photograph, notation, and chord diagram. In addition, a special bonus section is contained showing in
photo and diagram the essential moveable rhythm guitar chord forms. This special section contains the basics of Mel Bay's
acclaimed Rhythm Chord Playing System showing the guitarist how to finger numerous advanced chord forms with a
minimum of hand movement! Chords shown in photo, notation, anddiagram form include Major, Minor, Dominant Seventh,
Diminished, Augmented,Ninth, Major Seventh, Minor Seventh, Seventh #5, Seventh b5, Sixth and Minor Sixth. Chords are
shown in the bonus Moveable Rhythm Chord section include Major, Minor, 7th, Minor 7th, 7sus4, 7b5, 7#5, Minor 7b5, Sixth,
Minor 6th,Diminished 7th, Diminished add 9, 9th, Minor 9th, 9b5, 9#5, Minor 9b5, 7th b9, 7th b9#5, 11th, 9 add 6, Minor 9
add 6, 13th, 13sus11, 13 b9, 13th b9 b5. In addition, this book comes with an online instructional video.

Mastering the Classical Guitar Book 2B
This book is designed to familiarize classical guitarists with the musical vocabulary of jazz, and to encourage jazz guitarists
to explore the beautiful sonorities and limitless expressive potential of the classical guitar. the first half of the book contains
theoretical explanations focused on harmonic analysis of the types of chord changes and song forms one routinely
encounters in the jazz repertoire, as it demonstrates the application of all twelve notes of the chromatic scale to any chord
in any situation. the second half of the book is comprised of Ken Hatfield's original compositions and transcriptions of his
improvised solos. Both the tunes and the transcribed solos demonstrate how the theoretical material in the first half of the
book can be artfully applied within the context of compositions representing three musical genres that have served as
wellsprings of renewal throughout jazz's deep and illustrious history: blues, rhythm changes, and standards. the 14-track
companion CD includes all the music from the second half of the book. the music is recorded in a variety of contexts,
including solo, duo, trio, and quartets of differing strumentations. Two of the songs are designed so that the student can
play along with the rhythm section. Twelve songs feature Ken playing the heads and the solos. Ten of these are transcribed
in their entirety, while two leave the solos for the student to transcribe (in total or in part) as ear training exercises.

Modern Guitar Method Grade 2 - Expanded Edition
This comprehensive book has 260 pages and over 50 fingerpicking guitar solos in notation and tablature in country blues,
Delta blues, ragtime blues, Texas blues and bottleneck styles. An extremely comprehensive blues solo collection.Includes
access to online audio
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Modern Chords
A valuable book for any guitarist. Part one presents a dictionary of essential chord forms shown by inversion. Part two
features a very thorough analysis of chord melody and quartal harmony voicings in each key. Playing through part II will
train your ear to improvise chordal melodies. Ideal for daily practice.•

Modern Guitar Method Grade 3
An important volume on both the harmonic and melodic aspects of the modern guitarist with an emphasis on improvisation.
Subjects include chord construction, embellishment, substitution, connection, resolution and chromatic movement. Also
covers whole tone, blues, altered scales, chord scales and much more.

Modern Guitar Method Grade 7, Expanded Edition
"One of the worlds great jazz guitarists, Vic Juris shares his insight into the wonderful world of harmony in this book. Not for
the fainthearted, Vic teaches polychords and intervallic structures derived from the major, minor, harmonic minor, melodic
minor and harmonic major scales in this must have jazz guitar book. Each section has etudes that will help students
integrate each concept into their own playing. The companion CD gives students the opportunity to hear and play along
with these cutting edge concepts."

Mel Bay's Modern Guitar Method
Studies are presented in fourth, fifth, seventh, and ninth positions. In addition, chord inversions are shown and practiced for
major, minor, and dominant 7th forms. Carefully arranged solos and duets is presented to further build upon the student's
level of musicianship and repertoire.

Progressive Exercises for Flamenco Guitar
Contains studies, chord melody solos, chord studies, quartal harmony etudes, triad studies, and duets in the keys of B,
G#m, Db, Bbm, Gb, and Ebm.Presents a comprehensive listing of chords found in each key.For each key, etudes are
presented in four different positions.The most comprehensive approach to contemporary guitar mastery available!

Classic Guitar Method
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Complete in three volumes, this widely used text presents classical guitar instruction in a logical and clear manner. The
student is thoroughly grounded in left and right hand technical studies and is acquainted with the works of the masters. In
notation only.

Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Complete Edition
This is the world's premier method for learning to play plectrum-style guitar, time- tested and proven to be successful in
building the harmonic knowledge and technique needed to play in any style. Book 1 teaches note reading in firstposition
and presents solos, duets, scales and chords in the keys of C, A minor, G and E minor. Mel Bay, a pioneer in guitar
education, devised a teaching system which requires the student to learn only enough music theory and technique to
understand and perform the assignment at hand. Standard notation only. In SPANISH.

Complete Method for Modern Guitar
This book begins with the key of A major and immediately introduces right-hand accompaniment concepts before moving
on to the relative minor key of F#. Notes in the first position on the first four strings are reviewed before approaching
scales, chords and etudes in keys of B-flat major/G minor, E-flat major/C minor, and A-flat major/F minor. Includes theory
lessons regarding intervals, harmonized scales, triads, expression marks and syncopation plus techniques of glissando,
ascending and descending slurs, and tremolo. Written in standard notation only.

Guitar Primer
This book is considered to be the largest selling basic guitar chord book ever published! Twelve basic guitar chord types are
shown in three ways: photograph, notation, and chord diagram. In addition, a special bonus section is contained showing in
photo and diagram the essential moveable rhythm guitar chord forms. This special section contains the basics of Mel Bay's
acclaimed Rhythm Chord Playing System showing the guitarist how to finger numerous advanced chord forms with a
minimum of hand movement! Chords shown in photo, notation, and diagram form include Major, Minor, Dominant Seventh,
Diminished, Augmented, Ninth, Major Seventh, Minor Seventh, Seventh #5, Seventh b5, Sixth and Minor Sixth. Chords are
shown in the bonus Moveable Rhythm Chord section include Major, Minor, 7th, Minor 7th, 7sus4, 7b5, 7#5, Minor 7b5, Sixth,
Minor 6th, Diminished 7th, Diminished add 9, 9th, Minor 9th, 9b5, 9#5, Minor 9b5, 7th b9, 7th b9#5, 11th, 9 add 6, Minor 9
add 6, 13th, 13sus11, 13 b9, 13th b9 b5. In addition, this book comes with an online instructional video.

Mel Bays Modern Guitar Method, Grade 2
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The Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method Complete Edition is known worldwide for the incredible array of music presented, the
thoroughness of educational music content and ease of understanding. The method contains hundreds of solos,duets,
picking studies, chord etudes, position studies, scale and techniqueetudes, lessons in theory and harmony and much more!
Every key and every position on the guitar fingerboard is thoroughly taught. Music is presented by many of the great
master composers such as Bach, Chopin, Tchaikovsky, Handel, Grieg and also renown guitar composers such as Sor,
Tarrega and Carcassi. The styles of music presented in this exhaustive course range from Early Music to Jazz to Bluegrass
and Country to Rock. This method will equip any guitarist to perform the demands of modern music with ease and will
transition the guitar student from beginner to virtuoso. Part 1 comprises volumes 1 through 4 of the Expanded Modern
Guitar Method and comes with extensive online audio andvideo. Part 2 comprises volumes 5 through 7 of the Expanded
Modern Guitar Method and comes with extensive online audio
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